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ONE
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A Perfect Day for Flying
It was a warm day in Southern California.

The sky was as blue as a robin’s egg and the
clouds were as soft as cotton. It was a perfect
day for flying.

A group of people stood on an airfield
looking at the sky. They cheered when two
planes zipped through the clouds. They
clapped when the planes made loops in the air.

The year was 1920. Airplanes were new to
the world. Many in the crowd were watching
planes fly for the first time. Twenty-three-year-
old Amelia Earhart (AIR-hart) was one of them.

Amelia smiled as she watched the planes
do their tricks. She tapped her father on the
shoulder. “I think I’d like to fly,” she said.
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CHAPTER ONE

Amelia Earhart lived during a time when few women had careers.
About this, she said, “Women must try to do things as men have
tried. When they fail, their failure must be but a challenge to others.”
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A PERFECT DAY FOR FLYING

Edwin Earhart wanted his daughter to try
new things. He could tell this was important to
her. He talked to one of the pilots after the
show. The man said he would take her in his
plane the next day.

Amelia was so excited, she had a hard
time sleeping that night. All she could think
about was flying.

The next day they went to the field early.
Amelia sat in the front seat of the plane. The
pilot started the engine and hopped in the
back. He taxied (TAK-seed) down the dirt road
and moved the controls. The plane lifted into
the air. They were flying.

The world looked different from the sky.
Buildings were smaller. Fields looked like long
green rectangles. Amelia felt like a bird. Before
the plane landed, she made up her mind. She
would be
a pilot.
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